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DESIREDOUTCOMES

Organizations are facing issues in restarting their  
business operations. Primary challenge is to  
enable and ensure safety of workplace, facilities,  
employees, and visitors. Thermal cameras are an  
option but they are good only as the first line of  
defense. Organizations across all industries, need  
a comprehensive solution to ensure ongoing  
safety and control the further impact of COVID-19  
on their businesses.

To combat the COVID-19 situation in workplaces  
and facilities comprehensively, businesses need a  
second line of defense, which will help enforce  
social distancing, and identify at-risk employees  
and visitors in order to curb the spread of virus.

With a comprehensive solution forworkplace  
and employee safety, businesses can instill  
confidence in their employees andcustomers  
that they provide the highest order of safety  
across their operations, from manufacturing  
plants, warehouses, and corporate or regional  
facilities, to store fronts and field locations.

CHALLENGES IDEALSOLUTION

All Industries: Organizations,  
globally, are impacted by theforced  
shutdown due to COVID-19  
outbreak

Organizations, across all industries, are suffering huge losses  
due to the forced shutdowns. They are working on  
government-compliant “return-to-work” strategies to ensure  
they are back to business. As a first step, EHS, facility
management leaders, and CIOs will need to rebuild safer,  
compliant workplaces that can keep employees productive  
and help to operate in the new normal era.
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MICROSOFT INTEGRATIONBENEFIT

intelliOpen is powered by Microsoft Azure and  
uses Microsoft Power BI for reporting and  
dashboards. These technologies make intelliOpen  
quick to deploy, high scalable, compliant to data  
privacy and security. It provides elevated  
experience for contactless operations and rich  
reporting & insights

COMPREHENSIVESAFETYFORYOURFACILITIES

Enable employees to perform self-check and self-
declaration in a contactless manner with Self-
screening. Enable touchless screening of  
employees, workers and visitors for EBT with  
Thermal screening. Administer social distancing  
compliance with proximity detection technologies  
and discover potential hotspot areas. Trace  
contacts who came in proximity of the infected  
person. Get employee risk profiles and  
recommendations. intelliOpen is built on  
Birlasoft’s award-winning platform for IoT and  
Analytics called,intelliAssetTM

SOLUTIONBENEFITS

Improved Assurance - of safety at facilities. Integrate with Time &  
Attendance and access control systems

Early Detection – Analyze safety metrics and multi-day, multi-
facility trendsto create contingency plans

Rapid Action – Alerts & notifications for risk (EBT or quarantine)  
detection, social distancing non-compliance, and facility hotspot  
discovery. Secondary screening queues and block access of  
confirmed cases

Stringent Compliance and Vigilance – Reports for 
number of infected patients, facilities, regulatory
compliance, etc. The solution  adheres to data privacy and 
confidentiality norms

Birlasoft

Birlasoft intelliOpenTM is an intelligent system for  
contactless screening of people, social distancing  
monitoring, and rich insights into  facility occupancy 
levels, etc.
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Microsoft Azure PaaS services helps us significantly to  
speed up the creation of solution component, Microsoft  
Pay-As-You-Go Model keeps the development and  
hosting cost as low as possible at the same time all the  
services will provide high availability and On-Demand  
Scalability

AZUREPLATFORM-AS-ASERVICE

Birlasoft intelliOpen+ Microsoft Azure +  
Microsoft PowerBI

intelliOpen is powered by Microsoft Azure, which it quick to deploy, highly available,  
and scalable across global facilities. By using Azure Cognitive services, intelliOpen
enhances the experience for social distancing compliance and contactless operations.  
intelliOpen uses Microsoft Power BI to provide companies with rich insights and
dashboards.

AZURECOGNITIVESERVICE

Azure Cognitive Services is a set of Azure APIs that make
it easy to enhance contactless capability of our solution
in this COVID-19 PandemicSituation

MICROSOFT POWERBI

A powerful analytics tool that helps us to analyze data  
and share insights. With this technology, our customer  
can closely monitor their Employees' health status,  
Compliance status and Hierarchal reports and can get  
instant answers with rich dashboards available forevery  
device
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VALUE ANDBENEFITS

Enable safe work environment firstly forcritical  
teams who cannot work from home and  
eventually extendingto other employees.

Establish customer confidence by ensuringthat  
right business processes and guidelines are  
formulated and followed when executing their  
projects.

The solution also helped Birlasoft’s HSE teams to  
comply with the local regulatory requirements  
from time to time.

BUSINESSNEED

Birlasoft has 10,000+ employees spread across
multiple facilities and was looking to reopening
offices while complying with local regulations

HSE is mandatedwith safety directives, return-to-
normalcy strategy i.e. reopen offices, normalize  
operations, and build sustainability

They need touchless experience, social 
distancing, and integration with time and  
attendance systems, and HRsystems

SOLUTION

Birlasoft has started the implementation of  
intelliOpen in a phased manner. They have  
implemented thermal screening at their Pune  
office (having 3000 employees). This is the first  
implementation as part of their global rollout plan  
covering all 28 offices. Key component of the  
currently deployed solution includes, a thermal  
camera terminal for contactless thermal screening.  
They will roll out other features like social  
distancing in the next phase

Customersuccess:Birlasoft implements  
its own ‘Employee Safety’ solution to  
reopen Indiafacilities
A crucial measure of employee safety arrangements put in  

place for ‘return-to-work’ afterCOVID-19

“We are taking multiple preventive measures to ensure safety of our  
employees including implementing intelliOpen. There are many critical  
teams who need to work from office to support business as usual and  
customers. We are rolling out intelliOpen in a phased manner both in  
terms of scale and functionality. I am sure implementing our own  
solution in our facilities will give our customers confidence in  
intelliOpen’s capabilities.”

– PraveenSiddannavar, VP, Facilities & Administrationat Birlasoft



138+ year old Business House from NA, has 16,000+ employees
spread across multiple facilities in Canada & USA, was looking to
reopenitsofficesand facilitiesinacompliantmanner.

They selected Birlasoft’s intelliOpen to improve employee and worker
safety and ensure business continuity, while complying with local
regulations.

They have started the implementation of ‘Thermal Screening’, ‘Social
Distancing’ in a phased manner. intelliOpen provides rich insights and
analyticsforthe visibility theyneed.

6+ Facilities (till date)

3000+ Employees

CustomerSuccess:Birlasoft intelliOpenTM  

helps a Global Conglomerate Save Lives  
in their Facilitywith its Vigilant Mechanism
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Act nowto succeed in the  
COVID-19 age
Your journey from reactive measures to control the spread of  
COVID-19 and disrupted operations, to proactive measures and  
sustained operations begins here.

Get a free trial: birlasoft.com/intelliopen 

Call for more information: +1 347 224 3253

Ask a question via email: digital@birlasoft.com 

Learn more: birlasoft.com/intelliopen
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